Non-split Sealing Rings

Two High Density End Rings

SEALPack™ with MAXPacking
Best available technology and most resilient
sootblower packing in the industry
Feed tube packing is one of the most time consuming
and labor intensive sootblower component to
maintain. Short-lived and unreliable feed tube packing,
coupled with the reduction in maintenance resources,
has forced the boiler owner to run their sootblowers
with leaking feed tube packing. This not only reduces
the sootblower cleaning performance and wastes
valuable high pressure steam, but also poses a safety
hazard for any personnel working around the boiler.
WHAT IS MAXPacking?
MAXPacking was originally designed for a heavy duty
sootblower operated in an Integrated Gasification
Combined Cycle (IGCC) Syngas Cooler. The IGCC
Syngas Cooler generally is operated at a very high
pressure ~500 psig (34 bar), which requires the

sootblower to be operated at even higher blowing
pressure ~900 psig (62 bar). This heavy duty application
demands that the sootblower packing is free from leaks
and able to withstand 900 psig blowing pressure even
after multiple operations in harsh environment. The
success of MAXPacking in IGCC sootblowing application
is now being made available for conventional sootblowers
used in coal fired and pulp & paper recovery boilers.
MAXPacking for SEALPack™ consists of a Non-Split
carbon fiber reinforced sealing ring and 2 high density end
rings. The sealing rings are die-formed into a single set
with no splits to improve the integrity and performance
of the packing. The high density end rings provide a
tough leading edge when exposed to condensate and
prevent extrusion of sealing rings.

SEALPack™ WITH MAXPacking

Benefits
Rapid Exchange Program for Current SEALPack™
users
•• Discounted price in exchange for the return of the old/
used SEALPack™

Most Resilient Sootblower Packing in the Industry
•• Lasts 5–10 times longer than regular packing
•• Highest performance – Leak free from outage to
outage - if combined with ArmorGlide™ Feed Tube

•• To purchase SEALPack™ with MAXPacking: CBA001060MP

Ease of Maintenance
•• No packing re-tensioning needed

•• To convert your old SEALPack™ to SEALPack™ with
MAXPacking, please inquire about the conversion kit:
CBA001060-MP-Kit

•• Visual indicator to determine worn packing
•• Fast removal & replacement of worn packing by
swapping the SEALPack™ cartridge
•• Comes with the tools required for easy removal and
replacement of the old SEALPack™
Improve Safety
•• Longer packing life & easy maintenance features
would make it easier for the maintenance team to
achieve the goal of eliminating packing leak and
improving the safety of all personnel working around
the boiler.

For inquiries, call your local sales reps
or +1-800-241-5996

Clyde Bergemann Power Group Americas Inc.
Boiler Efficiency Product Division
4015 Presidential Parkway
Atlanta, GA 30340

1 800-241-5996
T: 770-557-3600
F: 770-557-3651

Internet: www.cbpg.com
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•• Rapid Exchange Part No: RCBA001060-MP

